INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. MOUNT TOP AND BOTTOM FITTING. (SEE DETAILS "A" & "B")
   TO INSTALL FITTINGS, LINE UP FITTINGS WITH CENTER OF DOORWAY AND FLUSH WITH DOORS. CUT OUT THRESHOLD TO RECEIVE BOTTOM FITTING.

2. CONTROL MULLION OVER TOP FITTING AND SWING INTO POSITION ON BOTTOM FITTING.

3. SLIDE THE MULLION CLAMP OVER THE TOP FITTING AND SECURE WITH THREE SCREWS.

4. LOCATE SECURITY CLIPS ON DOOR AS SHOWN (SEE "DETAIL "D"). DRILL AND TAP DOOR AS REQUIRED AND ASSEMBLE.

DETAIL "A"

DETAIL "B"

DETAIL "D"

CAUTION:
THERE IS A STEEL "TUBE" INSIDE OF MULLION

CUT MULLION 1/16" LESS THAN THIS DIMENSION

66" ST'L TUBE

PUSHBAR STRIKE

4-3/4" APPROX.

1-5/8"

11"

3/4"

3-1/2"

40-5/16